Tony Foerg Brings a New Twist
to Luna Roof Bar at L Hotel Seminyak

Bali, 27 August 2015 --- L Hotel Seminyak, Bali is delighted to announce the recent
appointment of Toni Foerg as Food & Beverage Director. Since graduating in 1996
with a Bachelor Degree in F&B Management from a reputable hospitality college
in Luzern, Switzerland, Toni has become an accomplished chef and culinary
consultant.
With an extensive hospitality background, Toni brings more than 15 years of
experience to L Hotel Seminyak. His culinary pedigree includes stints working at
some of the world’s finest restaurants, hotels and resorts. Toni has cooked for
discerning guests in Switzerland at Obstgarten and the Michelin star-rated gourmet
restaurant, Baren. Upon relocating to the island of Bali, he enjoyed culinary roles at
Bridges Bali and The Royal Pita Maha in Ubud. Toni draws his inspiration from the
graciousness of local culture and tradition.
At L Hotel Seminyak, Toni is committed to showcasing his culinary expertise and
hands-on management skills. “I am excited to be a part of this wonderful family
and am ready to help elevate the L Hotel brand, including its signature Luna Roof
Bar and Lola, to the next level,” says Toni.
Toni’s cuisine is artistic and flavourful, blending just the right amount of ingredients,
sauces, spices to each precious dish. His signature is cheese soufflé, although he
also likes to cook European specialties, steak and even local dishes.
Luna Roof Bar is the ultimate spot to chill out in true style and Toni invites guests to
come and indulge in his exciting new menu of small epicurean bites from Asia and
beyond. Notable dishes include DEVIL ON HORSEBACK 45’- stuffed bacon with
prunes and feta cheese, SEE THE CRAB 49’- ginger lemongrass crab cakes and

SUPER MARIO 58’ - pizza with tomatoes, cheese and basil. There are also set
Teppanyaki menus from Kitano and a range of delicious Yakkitori.
Toni’s creativity extends from the kitchen to the bar and he has received rave
reviews for his innovative cocktails infused with premium ingredients and local
spices. Everything is prepared with precision for a sensory experience covering
taste, aroma and visual appeal.
Elevated to capture views of Bali’s skyline, Luna Roof Bar accommodates up to 100
guests and overlooks Seminyak’s rice fields and a beautiful stretch of sunset beach.
The venue incorporates three private dining areas, each with its own distinct
identity and style. Kitano serves authentic Japanese Teppanyaki and Labu seats
12 guests in a space that is highlighted by decorative Balinese ornaments. 1908 is
an uber-chic room with a wooden dining table as its focal point together with
lavishly embroidered chairs for the comfort of six to eight guests.
Sunsets can be marvelled at each day from Luna and it is the perfect place to
celebrate a wedding, party or anniversary. Small and intimate events for up to 300
guests can be organized with the help of our professional wedding planner, Pristine
Events Bali.
Designed as a lively social venue for sophisticated night owls, Luna Roof Bar at L
Hotel Seminyak also featured “Unique Nightly Affair. Guests can look forward to an
array of special daily promotions and enjoy signature menus whilst tantalizing their
senses after dark. From Happy Hours and Ladies Night to Vodka Night and Jazz
Night, there are indulgences to entice absolutely everyone.

To book a table or for more information about L’s Unique Nightly Affair, please visit
www.thelhotels.com or email fbd@thelhotels.com or call +62 361 894 7898
L Hotels & ResortsThe L Hotel Seminyak is a quintessential boutique hotel brand
conceived and managed by L Hotels & Resorts Pte Ltd in Singapore. The first and
iconic L Hotel was unveiled two years ago in September 2012 in Bali. The 30-suite
hotel is a contemporary and chic property which provides the discerning traveller
with a refreshing, intimate and engaging perspective of new-age hospitality. The
L Collection seeks to accentuate the tradition of a destination and is combined
with modern aesthetics to create an exclusive, private and unique small luxury
property.
In the pipeline, the group has probable sites mapped in Seminyak (a stone’s throw
from L Hotel) as well as in Ubud and the neighbouring island of Lombok with
potential to develop its next properties. This plan is open for collaboration or joint
venture with likeminded partners or management companies.
Affiliate Brand
The Shanti Residences & Resorts
As avilla management company with its headquarters in Singapore, The Shanti
Residences & Resorts has an esteemed portfolio of villas branded under The Shanti
Collection. The Shanti Residence, Nusa Duawas launched in 2007 and is the first
property under the group’s corporate banner. It was voted one of the Top10

Private Villas in South East Asia by CNN.Go traveller 2012. Next came Four On
Drupadi in Seminyak (newly refurbished in June 2013) and then The Lotus
Residence in Canggu.
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